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Lynne Harlow
Born 1968 in Attleboro, MA. Lives and works in Providence, RI.

Lynne Harlow is an installation artist
Described by the artist as “rock-and-roll
known for her elegant and considered
colorfield,” Harlow applied her sense
site-specific explorations of light,
of color and space to reductively isolate
color, and space. Her installations
elements of the performance with directed
are distinctive for their application of
orange spotlights.
reductive minimalism. Working in
rhythm..distance (2012), presented at
materials such as chiffon, vinyl, colored
The 2013 deCordova Biennial, references
Plexiglas and tape, and acrylic paints,
fermata and Tangerine, combining their
Harlow transforms mundane spaces
sentiments with the sensibilities of her
as well as gallery interiors into striking
site-specific color installations. Large,
encounters with color as form.
bright orange fabric extends from the
Over the last ten years, Harlow’s
floor to the ceiling to create a triangular
exploration of color and space has
wedge into which visitors can enter.
expanded into a synesthetic exploration
Like an exaggerated amplifier, the fabric
of color and sound. The influence of
conceals speakers that play a recording
percussion and, perhaps, music can be
of a jazz-drumming performance by Paul
felt in her use of rigid blocks or bands
Corio. Harlow’s selection of a performance
of pigment or swooping arcs of tones.
by Corio, who is both a musician as
Her pieces might even be described as
well as painter, suggests a deeper concern
an improvised call-and-response —
in the work to create a space for the
a synesthetic deployment of color as accent
enjoyment of overlapping notions of
and form as rhythm within space.
tone — color tone and audio tone. As
Harlow’s recent works use music as
the visitor leans into the orange fabric
direct inspiration. In fermata (2012),
to listen to the shimmering cymbals and
she stretched grill cloth — commonly used rhythmic drum beats, they are invited to
on Fender amplifiers — over a stretcher,
hear what color sounds like — intimately
substituting the material substrate of
listening to while being visually immersed
traditional visual arts practice with the
in the color orange.
materiality of musical performance.
Building conceptually on fermata, Harlow
mounted Tangerine (2012) an ambitious
performance project at the Old Stone Bank Ian Alden Russell, Assistant Professor of
Contemporary Art and Cultural Heritage in the
in Providence, consisting of an original
Department of Archaeology and Art History
guitar composition performed by five
at Koç University, Istanbul and former curator for
guitarists using Fender Bandmaster amps. David Winton Bell Gallery at Brown University
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1
Tangerine, 2012
lighting, original guitar composition,
Fender Bandmaster amps
site specific performance installation at
Old Stone Bank, Providence, RI
Music composed by Mac Randall and Nich Haber
Courtesy of the artist and Cade Tompkins
Projects, Providence
2
rhythm..distance, 2012
fabric, original drum recording (performed
by Paul Corio)
dimensions variable
Shown in 2012 exhibition at Cade Tompkins Projects
Courtesy of the artist and Cade Tompkins
Projects, Providence
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